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Explore on how to reach business potential using Artificial Intelligence based technology. Be more prepared than anyone else in the room.
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A smart city is not a solo act, it is a huge collaboration. Start positive changes from your neighborhood utilizing AI and IoT based technology!
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Learn more about Qlue Smart City.
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Find out what they say about our smart city implementations.
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About Qlue Smart City
Established in 2016, Qlue has transformed from a tech startup to a comprehensive smart city provider company in Indonesia. Driven by the mission to accelerate positive changes worldwide, we have built a platform which consists of cutting-edge technology products leveraging workforce management, artificial intelligence (AI) and internet of things (IoT).
Find out here[image: click]



Our Products
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Explore on how to reach business potential using Artificial Intelligence based technology. Be more prepared than anyone else in the room.
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A smart city is not a solo act, it is a huge collaboration. Start positive changes from your neighborhood utilizing AI and IoT based technology!
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Clients And Partners
Hundreds of clients and partners have joined us in accelerating positive changes worldwide.



What do they say about us?
[image: jokowi][image: "]Congratulations on the smart citizen declaration, a youth movement to participate in supporting smart city and realizing responsive government. I hope the movement initiated by Qlue can create a smart city and accelerate the realization of Indonesia Smart Nation.Ir. H. Joko Widodo
President of the Republic of Indonesia



See more testimonials

The Achievements
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Latest News
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Accelerate positive changes
With Us!
Contact Us
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Want to build more efficient and effective organizations through IoT, AI, and mobile workforce implementation?
CHECK HERE
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Follow us on
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Download FREE Qlue App Now!
GET IT ON
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Download on the
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Press Kit
Company Profile
Privacy and Policy•Terms and Conditions
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